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Abstract
We consider a distributed system of n identical mobile robots operating in the two dimensional
Euclidian plane. As in the previous studies, we consider the robots to be anonymous, oblivious,
dis-oriented, and without any communication capabilities, operating based on the Look-Compute-
Move model where the next location of a robot depends only on its view of the current configuration.
Even in this seemingly weak model, most formation problems which require constructing specific
configurations, can be solved quite easily when the robots are fully synchronized with each other.
In this paper we introduce and study a new class of problems which, unlike the studied formation
problems, cannot always be solved even in the fully synchronous model with atomic and rigid moves.
This class of problems requires the robots to permute their locations in the plane. In particular, we
are interested in implementing two special types of permutations – permutations without any fixed
points and permutations of order n. The former (called Move-All) requires each robot to visit at
least two of the initial locations, while the latter (called Visit-All) requires every robot to visit
each of the initial locations in a periodic manner. We provide a characterization of the solvability
of these problems, showing the main challenges in solving this class of problems for mobile robots.
We also provide algorithms for the feasible cases, in particular distinguishing between one-step
algorithms (where each configuration must be a permutation of the original configuration) and
multi-step algorithms (which allow intermediate configurations). These results open a new research
direction in mobile distributed robotics which has not been investigated before.
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1 Introduction
The investigation of the computational and complexity issues arising in distributed systems
of autonomous mobile robots is an important research topic in distributed computing. This
has several applications, teams of robots could be sent to regions inaccessible to humans
to perform a variety of tasks such as exploration and data-collection, monitoring, sensing
or patrolling. Once deployed, the team of robots must coordinate with each other and
perform the tasks autonomously without human intervention; this has motivated the design
of distributed algorithms for coordination among the robots to enable them to perform the
required tasks.
As a theoretical abstraction, the robots are usually viewed as computational entities
modelled as points in a metric space, typically R2, in which they can move. The robots,
identical and outwardly indistinguishable, have the same capabilities and execute the same
(deterministic) algorithm. They can see each other, but cannot explicitly communicate with
one another. This lack of direct communication capabilities means that the only means
of interaction between robots are observations and movements: that is, communication is
stigmergic. Each robot operates in “Look-Compute-Move” (LCM) cycles: during a cycle,
it observes its surroundings, computes a destination point, and moves to it. Typically, the
robots are assumed to have constant-size persistent memory or, more commonly, to be
oblivious having no persistent memory: This paper assumes the latter model where robots in
each cycle act only based on the current observation and have no memory of their activities
from previous cycles. Further the robots do not have any means of orienting themselves;
Each robot observes the location of other robots relative to its own position in the plane and
the robots do not share any common coordinate system. If the robots agree on a common
notion of clockwise direction, then we say the system has chirality.
Some typical problems that have been studied in this model include: gathering of robots
(e.g., [11, 12]), uniform dispersal, filling a region with robots, flocking, etc. (for a review,
see [6]). A generalization of some of these problems is that of pattern formation, where the
n robots need to move from any initial configuration to a predefined pattern of n points
in the plane. This class has been extensively studied (e.g., [1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17]).
A major issue in such formation problems is the amount of symmetry (quantified by the
notion of symmetricity [15]) in the starting configuration of robots and in the points of the
pattern. In the arbitrary pattern formation problem, the points where the pattern is formed
are relative, i.e. subject to rotation, translation and scaling of the input pattern. A different
line of research is when the points of the pattern are fixed, a setting called embedded pattern
and studied in [3, 9].
In some applications, forming a pattern may be the first step of a more complex task
requiring coordination between robots. Consider, for example, robots that contain instrumen-
tation for monitoring a site once there, as well as sensors for measurement (e.g., detecting
traces of oil or precious metals, radioactivity, etc). If each robot has different sensors, the
same site might need to be visited by all robots, and this must be done while still keeping all
the sites monitored. A more relaxed version of this task is where each site must be visited by
(at least) two robots. This task may be useful even in situations where all the robots contain
the same sensors, e.g., if there are faulty sensors and we want to replicate the measurements.
These tasks are instances of a new class of problems quite different from the formation
problems as the robots need to rotate among the given points of interests, forming permu-
tations of a given pattern of points. We assume that each robot is initially occupying a
point of interest (thus marking that location) and the objective is to permute the robots
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among these locations periodically. The question is which permutations can be implemented
starting from which patterns. We show a big difference between these classes of permutation
problems compared to the formation problems studied previously. In particular, we show
that even in the fully synchronous (FSYNC) model, some of the permutation problems are
not solvable, even when starting from configurations that admit a leader. In contrast, any
formation problem (including gathering) is easily solvable in FSYNC when the starting
configuration admits a leader.
Note that the permutation problems considered in this paper are perpetual tasks requiring
continuous visits to the sites by the robots. Unlike the multiple pattern formation problem
where robots continuously move from a pattern to the next [5], here the robots perpetually
move but only exchanging locations in the same pattern. In particular, we focus on two
interesting types of permutations — permutations without fixed points, and permutations
of order n (i.e. n-cycles). These give rise to two specific problems (i) Move-All: every
site must be visited by at least two robots and every robot has to visit at least two points,
and, (ii) Visit-All: every robot must visit each of the points of interest. We provide a
characterization of the solvability of these problems showing which patterns make it feasible
to solve these problems and under what conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first investigation on these class of problems.
Our Contributions. We distinguish between 1-step and multi-step algorithms; In the former
case, we must form the permutations without passing through intermediate configurations,
while in the latter case, a fixed number of intermediate configurations are allowed (see
definitions in Section 2). We study 1-step and 2-step algorithms for Visit-All and Move-
All, distinguishing the case when the robots share a common chirality from the case when
they do not. We identify a special class of configurations denoted by C, that are rotationally
symmetric with exactly one robot in the center of symmetry. Such configurations do not
always allow permutations without fixed points, thus making it difficult to solve the above
problems.
We show that when there is chirality, the sets of initial configurations from which Visit-
All and Move-All can be solved, using 1-step algorithms, are the same: that is, all
configurations except those in C (Section 3). We then show that the characterization
remains the same when we consider 2-step algorithms. Moreover, in the case of Visit-All,
the solvability does not change even for k-step algorithms for any constant k.
On the other hand, when there is no chirality, we observe a difference between the
solvability of Visit-All and Move-All. Configurations in C are clearly still non feasible
for both problems. However, for theMove-All problem the class of unsolvable configurations
also includes the ones where there exists a symmetry axis with a unique robot on it. On the
other hand, the set of initial configurations from which Visit-All is solvable is different: the
problem can be solved if and only if in the initial configuration there are no axes of symmetry
or if there is a unique symmetry axis that does not contain any robots. Interestingly, also in
this case, allowing 2-step algorithms does not change the set of solvable instances.
We then show that, when there is chirality and the coordinate systems of robots are
visible (that is, a robot can sense the local coordinate system of the others), then Visit-All
(and thus Move-All) is solvable from arbitrary initial configurations, and we provide a
universal algorithm for solving the problems. Finally, we show that allowing a single bit of
persistent memory per robot and assuming chirality, it is possible to solve the problems for
all initial configurations (Section 6).
Due to the space constraint, some of the proofs and formal description of some algorithms
have been omitted, they can be found in the full version.
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2 Model, Definitions and Preliminaries
Robots and scheduler. We consider a set of dimensionless computational entities: the
robots. These robots are modelled as points in the metric space R2; they are able to sense
the environment detecting the presence of other robots, they can perform computations, and
are able to move to any other point in the space. Each robot has its own local coordinate
system centred in its own position (which may differ in orientation and unit distance from
the coordinate system of other robots). For simplicity of description, we will use a global
coordinate system S for analyzing the moves of the robots (robots themselves are unaware
of this global system). Robots are oblivious: they do not have any persistent memory and
thus, they cannot recall any information from previous computations. We indicate the set
of robots with R : {r0, r1, . . . , rn−1}, however the robots themselves are not aware of the
numbering assigned to them. All robots are identical and follow the same algorithm. We
assume the so-called Fully-Synchronous Scheduler (FSYNC). Under this scheduler, time
can be seen as divided in discrete fixed length slots called rounds. In each round, each robot
synchronously performs a Look-Compute-Move cycle [6]. During the Look phase, a robot r
takes an instantaneous snapshot of the environment, the snapshot is an entire map of the
plane containing positions of all the other robots with respect to the local coordinate system
of r. During the Compute phase, robot r performs some local computation to decide its
new destination point as a function of the aforementioned snapshot as input. Finally, in the
Move phase, the robot moves to the computed destination point (which may be the same as
current location).
Chirality. Robots may or may not share the same handedness: in the former case, they all
agree on the clockwise direction and we say the system has chirality [6], in the latter case,
robots do not have such an agreement and we say there is no chirality.
Configurations. A configuration C is an ordered tuple of points C = (p0, p1, . . . , pn−1),
where pi = C[i] is the position of robot ri in terms of the global coordinate system S. We
denote by Z = (Z0, Z1, . . . Zn−1) the ordered tuple of coordinate systems where Zi is the
system used by robot ri. Given a robot ri located at pi, we denote with C \{ri} (or sometimes
C \ {pi}), the configuration obtained by removing robot ri from C. We indicate with C0 the
initial configuration in which the robots start. We denote by SEC(C) the smallest circle
that encloses all points in the configuration C.
Symmetricity. Given any configuration C with robots having coordinate systems Z, the
symmetricity σ(C,Z) = m is the largest integer m such that the robots can be partitioned
into classes of size at most m where robots in the same class have the same view (snapshot)
in C (See [15, 16]). Alternatively, we can define the symmetricity (irrespective of Z) of a
configuration as ρ(C) = m where m is largest integer such that ∃Z : σ(C,Z) = m. For any
configuration C, we have ρ(C) ≥ 1, the configurations with ρ(C) = 1 are considered to be
asymmetric (these are the only configurations that allow to elect a leader among robots).
For symmetric configurations with ρ(C) > 1, C may have rotational symmetry with respect
to the center c of SEC(C), which coincides with the centroid of C in this case, or C may
have mirror symmetry with respect to a line, called the axis of symmetry.
We define a special class of configurations denoted by C. A configuration C is in C,
if and only if ρ(C) = 1, and there exists a unique robot rc (the central robot) located at
the center of SEC(C) such that ρ(C \ {rc}) = k > 1; In other words, C has a rotational
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symmetry around rc such that C can be rotated around centre rc by an angle θ = pik to
obtain a permutation of C. Figure 2 is an example of a configuration in C).
Permutations and runs. For a permutation pi = (pi(0), pi(1), . . . , pi(n−1)) of (0, 1, . . . , n−1),
define pi(C) = (ppi(0), ppi(1), . . . , ppi(n−1)). We denote: (1) the set of permutations with no
fixed points as Π2 = {pi : pi(i) 6= i, ∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} and (2) the set of cyclic permutations
of order n as Πn = {pi : pij(i) = i <=> nk = j for some k ∈ N} where pij indicates that we
apply permutation pi j times. Let Π(C) be the set of all permutations of C.
Given an algorithm A and an initial configuration C0 we denote any execution of algorithm
A, starting with configuration C0 as the run RA,C0 : (C0, C1, C2, . . .), the infinite ordered
sequence of configurations, where Cj is produced during round j of the execution.
Problem Definitions
We will study the following two problems:
Move-All: An algorithm A is a 1-step solution algorithm for the Move-All problem,
if every possible run of the algorithm RA,C0 : (C0, C1, C2, . . .) is such that: Ci = pii(C0)
for some pi ∈ Π2. Intuitively, every configuration is a permutation of C0 and in any two
consecutive configurations, the position of each robot is different. As an extension for
any k ∈ N+, a k-step solution requires that Ci·k = pii(C0) where pi ∈ Π2. (There is no
constraint on the intermediate configurations Cj where k does not divide j.)
Visit-All: An algorithm A is a 1-step solution algorithm for the Visit-All problem,
if every possible run of the algorithm RA,C0 : (C0, C1, C2, . . .) is such that: Ci = pii(C0)
for some pi ∈ Πn. Intuitively, every configuration is a permutation of C0 and in every
n consecutive configurations, every robot visit every location pi ∈ C0. We can similarly
define a k-step solution for the problem where Ci·k = pii(C0) for some pi ∈ Πn.
Since Πn ⊂ Π2, it follows that any solution for Visit-All is also a solution to the Move-All
problem.
Oblivious Permutations
Note that k-step solutions of Move-All and Visit-All specify that we must have a
permutation of the initial configuration C0 every k rounds. However, no constraint is given
on the other intermediate configurations. Interestingly, when robots are oblivious the previous
definitions imply a stronger version of the problem in which each configuration Cj+k has to
be the permutation of configuration Cj that appeared k rounds ago.
I Lemma 1. Let A be a k-step algorithm solving Move-All (or Visit-All), and let
RA,C0 : (C0, C1, C2, . . .) be any run of A starting from C0. For each j ∈ N we have that
Cj+k = pi(Cj) for some pi ∈ Π(Cj).
Proof. We prove the lemma for Move-All, the extension to Visit-All is analogous and
immediate. If j = t · k for some t ∈ N then the lemma follows from the problem definition.
Thus let us consider a configuration Cj such that j 6= t · k for all t ∈ N. We observe that
RA,Cj (that is a run of A starting from Cj) is equal to the suffix of RA,C0 starting from Cj .
This is due to the obliviousness of the robot, the fact that the algorithm is deterministic and
the synchronous scheduler: starting from a certain configuration and an assignment of local
coordinate systems, the algorithm will generate a fixed sequence of configurations. However
in RA,Cj we must have that Cj+k = pi(Cj) for some pi ∈ Π2(Cj), otherwise A is not a correct
algorithm for Move-All. J
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3 Oblivious Robots with Chirality
In this section we consider robots having chirality (i.e., they agree on the same clockwise
orientation).
3.1 1-Step Algorithms
We first consider 1-step algorithms, and show that Move-All and Visit-All are solvable if
the initial configuration C0 is not in C.
Intuition behind the solution algorithms. The underlining idea of our solution algorithms
is to first make robots agree on a cyclic ordering of the robots, and then permute their
positions according to this ordering. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. When the
center c of SEC(C0) is not occupied by any robot, we compute a cyclic ordering on the
robots by taking the half-line passing through c and one of the robots closest to c and rotating
it w.r.t. point c; the robots are listed in the order the line hits them. We can show that
the ordering computed by any robot is a rotation of that computed by another robot (See
Figure 1 for example). The only issue is when there is a robot at c. In this case, the robots
compute a unique total order on the robots; this is always possible since C0 /∈ C, which
implies that C0 is asymmetric and admits a total ordering.
From the above observations, it is immediate that the algorithm solves Visit-All: take
a robot r, w.l.o.g. in position pi, during n activations, the robot moves through all the robot
positions in the computed cyclic order, returning back to pi; thus, it has visited every point
in C0.
Algorithm 1 Visit-All Algorithm using a cyclic order.
1: Compute a cyclic order (p0, p1, . . . , pn−1) on C using Order(C).
2: If my position is pi, set destination as p(i+1) mod n.
(a) An example of cyclic order induced by the
Order algorithm.
(b) Another example of cyclic order in-
duced by the Order algorithm.
Figure 1 Order algorithm: Examples of cyclic order computed by Algorithm 1.
I Theorem 2. In systems with chirality, there exists a 1-step algorithm that solves Visit-All
from any initial configuration C0 6∈ C.
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Figure 2 Configuration C0 ∈ C where it is impossible to solve Move-All with a 1-step
algorithm.
We now show that, when C0 ∈ C Move-All (and thus Visit-All) is unsolvable by any
1-step algorithm.
I Theorem 3. If C0 ∈ C there exists no 1-step algorithm that solves Move-All, even
when the robots have chirality.
Proof. In any configuration in C, the adversary can assign coordinate systems in such a way
that each robot, except the central robot rc, has at least one analogous with a symmetric view.
This derives directly from the definition of C. It is immediate to see that it is impossible to
elect a unique robot to move to the center of C0, taking the position of rc. An example is
given in Figure 2, where if one robot moves to the centroid of C0, then every robot except
rc would do the same. This implies that, in the next round, it is impossible to form any
C1 ∈ Π(C0) with a different central robot. J
Note that Theorem 2 implies that Move-All is solvable under the same assumptions
of the theorem (if we satisfy the Visit-All specification we satisfy also the Move-All
specifications). Moreover, for the same reason, Theorem 3 implies that Visit-All is
unsolvable. We can summarize the results of this section as follows:
I Theorem 4. In systems with chirality, Move-All and Visit-All can be solved in 1-step
if and only if C0 6∈ C.
3.2 2-step Algorithms
In light of Theorem 4, one may wonder what happens when multiple steps are allowed. In
this section we show that allowing an intermediate step to reach the goal does not bring any
advantages. We first introduce a technical lemma.
I Lemma 5. Let A be a 2-step algorithm that solves Move-All. Starting from configuration
C0 ∈ C, algorithm A cannot generate a run RA,C0 : (C0, C1, C2, C3, . . .) where C1 ∈ C.
The above result is based on the observation that it is impossible to replace the central
robot by another robot in 1-step. Thus the intermediate configuration must be a configuration
C1 /∈ C. Based on the above result, we can show the following:
I Theorem 6. There exist no 2-step algorithm that solves Move-All from a configuration
C0 ∈ C, even if the system has chirality.
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The informal idea here is that the central robot rc in configuration C0 needs to move
away from the center to form the intermediate configuration C1. However, in any 2-step
algorithm, C2 must be a permutation of C0, with a different robot r′ in the center. Now,
following the same algorithm, robot r′ would move away from the center to form the next
configuration C3. By choosing the coordinate systems of robots rc and r′ in an appropriate
way, the adversary can ensure that C3 would not be a permutation of C1, thus violating the
conditions in Lemma 1. This shows the impossibility.
Interestingly, when we consider Visit-All we can prove a stronger impossibility result
that includes algorithms using any constant number of steps.
I Theorem 7. There exists no k-step algorithm for Visit-All, starting from any configura-
tion C0 ∈ C, where k = O(1). This result holds even if the system has chirality
4 Oblivious Robots without Chirality
In this section we consider robots that do not share the same handedness. Interestingly,
the absence of chirality changes the condition for solvability of Move-All and Visit-All,
showing the difference between these two problems. This is due to the fact that in systems
without chirality, the configuration of robots may have mirror symmetry, in addition to
rotational symmetry as in the previous section.
4.1 Move-All
The following theorem illustrates the configurations for which the Move-All problem is
unsolvable.
I Theorem 8. In systems without chirality Move-All is unsolvable in 1-step starting from
any configuration C0 ∈ C, as well as from any configuration that has a symmetry axis
containing exactly one robot.
We now consider the solutions to the Move-All problem for the feasible instances. If the
configuration has a central symmetry (i.e., a rotational symmetry with θ = pi), each robot
can be paired to its counterpart on the opposite end of the center, and the paired robots can
swap positions. When the initial configuration has a rotational symmetry but no symmetry
axes, then the robots can agree on a common chirality and the algorithms from the previous
section can be applied. Thus the only remaining configurations are those with an axis of
symmetry that are not central symmetric. For such configurations, it is possible to partition
the robots in three disjoint subsets, and it make them move as follows: (see also Figure 3)
(i) For the robots located on a symmetry axis, there exists a unique cyclic order on these
robots. Robots on the axis are permuted according to this ordering. (ii) The second subset
contains robots that are closer to one symmetry axis compared to other axes. These robots
swap positions pairwise, each robot switching with its symmetric robot w.r.t. the closest
axis. (iii) The last subset consists of robots that are equidistant from two distinct symmetry
axes. Also in this case robots switch positions pairwise, and each one switches position with
its symmetric robot w.r.t. the centroid c of configuration C0.
For all the configurations excluded by Theorem 8, Move-All can be solved using the
above approach.
I Theorem 9. If C0 6∈ C and C0 does not have a symmetry axis containing exactly one
robot, then Move-All is solvable in 1-step even when the system does not have chirality.
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Figure 3 Configuration C0 having 3 axes of
symmetry. The arrows indicate three types of
robot swaps: (1) Robots on the axis agree on a
cyclic order (white robots); (2) Robots that are
closer to one axis of symmetry swap positions
w.r.t this axis (stripped robots); (3) Robots that
are equidistant from two axes, swap position
with symmetric robots w.r.t. the center (black
robots).
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p000
<latexit sha1_base64="TKZe lNCCRCfQXVfKhp4N0I2AObc=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+IL tLSZiAYrsmtMtCSxscTEBRLYkNnhghNmH5m5qyFkv8FWP8CvsT M2Fv6Ls+sWAp7q5Jx7c06OH0uh0ba/rNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12dJQoDi6PZKR6PtMgRQguCpTQixWwwJfQ9ac3md99BKVFFN7 jLAYvYJNQjAVnaCQ3bjSG9rBat5t2DrpKnILUSYH2sGaVB6OIJ wGEyCXTuu/YMXpzplBwCWllkGiIGZ+yCfQNDVkA2pvnbVN6lmi GEY1BUSFpLsLfjzkLtJ4FvrkMGD7oZS8T//P6CY6vvbkI4wQh5F kQCgl5kOZKmBmAjoQCRJY1BypCypliiKAEZZwbMTG7LAQGiUSh oqd0UTXhvh/J1GznLC+1SjoXTcduOneX9dZpsWKZHJMTck4cck Va5Ja0iUs4EeSZvJBX6816tz6sz9/TklX8HJEFWN8/UCukGQ== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TKZe lNCCRCfQXVfKhp4N0I2AObc=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+IL tLSZiAYrsmtMtCSxscTEBRLYkNnhghNmH5m5qyFkv8FWP8CvsT M2Fv6Ls+sWAp7q5Jx7c06OH0uh0ba/rNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12dJQoDi6PZKR6PtMgRQguCpTQixWwwJfQ9ac3md99BKVFFN7 jLAYvYJNQjAVnaCQ3bjSG9rBat5t2DrpKnILUSYH2sGaVB6OIJ wGEyCXTuu/YMXpzplBwCWllkGiIGZ+yCfQNDVkA2pvnbVN6lmi GEY1BUSFpLsLfjzkLtJ4FvrkMGD7oZS8T//P6CY6vvbkI4wQh5F kQCgl5kOZKmBmAjoQCRJY1BypCypliiKAEZZwbMTG7LAQGiUSh oqd0UTXhvh/J1GznLC+1SjoXTcduOneX9dZpsWKZHJMTck4cck Va5Ja0iUs4EeSZvJBX6816tz6sz9/TklX8HJEFWN8/UCukGQ== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TKZe lNCCRCfQXVfKhp4N0I2AObc=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+IL tLSZiAYrsmtMtCSxscTEBRLYkNnhghNmH5m5qyFkv8FWP8CvsT M2Fv6Ls+sWAp7q5Jx7c06OH0uh0ba/rNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12dJQoDi6PZKR6PtMgRQguCpTQixWwwJfQ9ac3md99BKVFFN7 jLAYvYJNQjAVnaCQ3bjSG9rBat5t2DrpKnILUSYH2sGaVB6OIJ wGEyCXTuu/YMXpzplBwCWllkGiIGZ+yCfQNDVkA2pvnbVN6lmi GEY1BUSFpLsLfjzkLtJ4FvrkMGD7oZS8T//P6CY6vvbkI4wQh5F kQCgl5kOZKmBmAjoQCRJY1BypCypliiKAEZZwbMTG7LAQGiUSh oqd0UTXhvh/J1GznLC+1SjoXTcduOneX9dZpsWKZHJMTck4cck Va5Ja0iUs4EeSZvJBX6816tz6sz9/TklX8HJEFWN8/UCukGQ== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TKZe lNCCRCfQXVfKhp4N0I2AObc=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+IL tLSZiAYrsmtMtCSxscTEBRLYkNnhghNmH5m5qyFkv8FWP8CvsT M2Fv6Ls+sWAp7q5Jx7c06OH0uh0ba/rNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12dJQoDi6PZKR6PtMgRQguCpTQixWwwJfQ9ac3md99BKVFFN7 jLAYvYJNQjAVnaCQ3bjSG9rBat5t2DrpKnILUSYH2sGaVB6OIJ wGEyCXTuu/YMXpzplBwCWllkGiIGZ+yCfQNDVkA2pvnbVN6lmi GEY1BUSFpLsLfjzkLtJ4FvrkMGD7oZS8T//P6CY6vvbkI4wQh5F kQCgl5kOZKmBmAjoQCRJY1BypCypliiKAEZZwbMTG7LAQGiUSh oqd0UTXhvh/J1GznLC+1SjoXTcduOneX9dZpsWKZHJMTck4cck Va5Ja0iUs4EeSZvJBX6816tz6sz9/TklX8HJEFWN8/UCukGQ== </latexit>
p001
<latexit sha1_base64="AUlp /fppW3gqPbH/Un84fkrlxf8=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3BF+IL tLSZiAYrsmtMtCSxscTEBRLYkNnhghNmH5m5qyFkv8FWP8CvsT M2Fv6Lu+sWAp7q5Jx7c06OFylp0LK+aGltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+o 1g47Joy1AEeEKtQ9jxtQMgAHJSroRRq47ynoetObzO8+gjYyDO5 xFoHr80kgx1JwTCUnajSG9rBat5pWDrZK7ILUSYH2sEbLg1EoY h8CFIob07etCN051yiFgqQyiA1EXEz5BPopDbgPxp3nbRN2Fhu OIYtAM6lYLsLfjzn3jZn5Xnrpc3wwy14m/uf1Yxxfu3MZRDFCIL IglAryICO0TGcANpIaEHnWHJgMmOCaI4KWjAuRinG6y0KgHyuU OnxKFtU03PNClaTb2ctLrZLORdO2mvbdZb11WqxYJsfkhJwTm1 yRFrklbeIQQSR5Ji/klb7Rd/pBP39PS7T4OSILoN8/UeakGg== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUlp /fppW3gqPbH/Un84fkrlxf8=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3BF+IL tLSZiAYrsmtMtCSxscTEBRLYkNnhghNmH5m5qyFkv8FWP8CvsT M2Fv6Lu+sWAp7q5Jx7c06OFylp0LK+aGltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+o 1g47Joy1AEeEKtQ9jxtQMgAHJSroRRq47ynoetObzO8+gjYyDO5 xFoHr80kgx1JwTCUnajSG9rBat5pWDrZK7ILUSYH2sEbLg1EoY h8CFIob07etCN051yiFgqQyiA1EXEz5BPopDbgPxp3nbRN2Fhu OIYtAM6lYLsLfjzn3jZn5Xnrpc3wwy14m/uf1Yxxfu3MZRDFCIL IglAryICO0TGcANpIaEHnWHJgMmOCaI4KWjAuRinG6y0KgHyuU OnxKFtU03PNClaTb2ctLrZLORdO2mvbdZb11WqxYJsfkhJwTm1 yRFrklbeIQQSR5Ji/klb7Rd/pBP39PS7T4OSILoN8/UeakGg== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUlp /fppW3gqPbH/Un84fkrlxf8=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3BF+IL tLSZiAYrsmtMtCSxscTEBRLYkNnhghNmH5m5qyFkv8FWP8CvsT M2Fv6Lu+sWAp7q5Jx7c06OFylp0LK+aGltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+o 1g47Joy1AEeEKtQ9jxtQMgAHJSroRRq47ynoetObzO8+gjYyDO5 xFoHr80kgx1JwTCUnajSG9rBat5pWDrZK7ILUSYH2sEbLg1EoY h8CFIob07etCN051yiFgqQyiA1EXEz5BPopDbgPxp3nbRN2Fhu OIYtAM6lYLsLfjzn3jZn5Xnrpc3wwy14m/uf1Yxxfu3MZRDFCIL IglAryICO0TGcANpIaEHnWHJgMmOCaI4KWjAuRinG6y0KgHyuU OnxKFtU03PNClaTb2ctLrZLORdO2mvbdZb11WqxYJsfkhJwTm1 yRFrklbeIQQSR5Ji/klb7Rd/pBP39PS7T4OSILoN8/UeakGg== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AUlp /fppW3gqPbH/Un84fkrlxf8=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3BF+IL tLSZiAYrsmtMtCSxscTEBRLYkNnhghNmH5m5qyFkv8FWP8CvsT M2Fv6Lu+sWAp7q5Jx7c06OFylp0LK+aGltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+o 1g47Joy1AEeEKtQ9jxtQMgAHJSroRRq47ynoetObzO8+gjYyDO5 xFoHr80kgx1JwTCUnajSG9rBat5pWDrZK7ILUSYH2sEbLg1EoY h8CFIob07etCN051yiFgqQyiA1EXEz5BPopDbgPxp3nbRN2Fhu OIYtAM6lYLsLfjzn3jZn5Xnrpc3wwy14m/uf1Yxxfu3MZRDFCIL IglAryICO0TGcANpIaEHnWHJgMmOCaI4KWjAuRinG6y0KgHyuU OnxKFtU03PNClaTb2ctLrZLORdO2mvbdZb11WqxYJsfkhJwTm1 yRFrklbeIQQSR5Ji/klb7Rd/pBP39PS7T4OSILoN8/UeakGg== </latexit>
p002
<latexit sha1_base64="mGxx EdpUV/3kS19rVsxTTK2RfpM=">AAACI3icbVDNTsJAGNziH+If 6NHLRjR4Ii0x0SOJF4+YWCCBhmyXD9ywbTe7XzWE9Bm86gP4NN 6MFw++i23tQdA5TWa+LzMZX0lh0LY/rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12TRRrDi6PZKT7PjMgRQguCpTQVxpY4Evo+bPrzO89gDYiCu9 wrsAL2DQUE8EZppKrGo1Ra1St2007B/1LnILUSYHOqGaVh+OIx wGEyCUzZuDYCr0F0yi4hKQyjA0oxmdsCoOUhiwA4y3ytgk9iw3 DiCrQVEiai/D7Y8ECY+aBn14GDO/NqpeJ/3mDGCdX3kKEKkYIeR aEQkIeZLgW6QxAx0IDIsuaAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU53WQoMYolC R4/JspqG+34kk3Q7Z3Wpv6Tbajp207m9qLdPixXL5JickHPikE vSJjekQ1zCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54gswfr6BlOhpBs= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mGxx EdpUV/3kS19rVsxTTK2RfpM=">AAACI3icbVDNTsJAGNziH+If 6NHLRjR4Ii0x0SOJF4+YWCCBhmyXD9ywbTe7XzWE9Bm86gP4NN 6MFw++i23tQdA5TWa+LzMZX0lh0LY/rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12TRRrDi6PZKT7PjMgRQguCpTQVxpY4Evo+bPrzO89gDYiCu9 wrsAL2DQUE8EZppKrGo1Ra1St2007B/1LnILUSYHOqGaVh+OIx wGEyCUzZuDYCr0F0yi4hKQyjA0oxmdsCoOUhiwA4y3ytgk9iw3 DiCrQVEiai/D7Y8ECY+aBn14GDO/NqpeJ/3mDGCdX3kKEKkYIeR aEQkIeZLgW6QxAx0IDIsuaAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU53WQoMYolC R4/JspqG+34kk3Q7Z3Wpv6Tbajp207m9qLdPixXL5JickHPikE vSJjekQ1zCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54gswfr6BlOhpBs= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mGxx EdpUV/3kS19rVsxTTK2RfpM=">AAACI3icbVDNTsJAGNziH+If 6NHLRjR4Ii0x0SOJF4+YWCCBhmyXD9ywbTe7XzWE9Bm86gP4NN 6MFw++i23tQdA5TWa+LzMZX0lh0LY/rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12TRRrDi6PZKT7PjMgRQguCpTQVxpY4Evo+bPrzO89gDYiCu9 wrsAL2DQUE8EZppKrGo1Ra1St2007B/1LnILUSYHOqGaVh+OIx wGEyCUzZuDYCr0F0yi4hKQyjA0oxmdsCoOUhiwA4y3ytgk9iw3 DiCrQVEiai/D7Y8ECY+aBn14GDO/NqpeJ/3mDGCdX3kKEKkYIeR aEQkIeZLgW6QxAx0IDIsuaAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU53WQoMYolC R4/JspqG+34kk3Q7Z3Wpv6Tbajp207m9qLdPixXL5JickHPikE vSJjekQ1zCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54gswfr6BlOhpBs= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mGxx EdpUV/3kS19rVsxTTK2RfpM=">AAACI3icbVDNTsJAGNziH+If 6NHLRjR4Ii0x0SOJF4+YWCCBhmyXD9ywbTe7XzWE9Bm86gP4NN 6MFw++i23tQdA5TWa+LzMZX0lh0LY/rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12TRRrDi6PZKT7PjMgRQguCpTQVxpY4Evo+bPrzO89gDYiCu9 wrsAL2DQUE8EZppKrGo1Ra1St2007B/1LnILUSYHOqGaVh+OIx wGEyCUzZuDYCr0F0yi4hKQyjA0oxmdsCoOUhiwA4y3ytgk9iw3 DiCrQVEiai/D7Y8ECY+aBn14GDO/NqpeJ/3mDGCdX3kKEKkYIeR aEQkIeZLgW6QxAx0IDIsuaAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU53WQoMYolC R4/JspqG+34kk3Q7Z3Wpv6Tbajp207m9qLdPixXL5JickHPikE vSJjekQ1zCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54gswfr6BlOhpBs= </latexit>
p003
<latexit sha1_base64="FHma 3Wg70hGnYCTy+serbCXVD4I=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+IL tLSZiAYrsqsmWpLYWGLiAglsyOxwwQmzj8zc1RCy32CrH+DX2B kbC//F2XULQU91cs69OSfHj6XQaNufVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r 1vY7OkoUB5dHMlI9n2mQIgQXBUroxQpY4Evo+tPrzO8+gNIiCu9 wFoMXsEkoxoIzNJIbNxrD82G1bjftHPQvcQpSJwXaw5pVHowin gQQIpdM675jx+jNmULBJaSVQaIhZnzKJtA3NGQBaG+et03pSaI ZRjQGRYWkuQi/P+Ys0HoW+OYyYHivl71M/M/rJzi+8uYijBOEkG dBKCTkQZorYWYAOhIKEFnWHKgIKWeKIYISlHFuxMTsshAYJBKF ih7TRdWE+34kU7Ods7zUX9I5azp207m9qLeOixXL5JAckVPikE vSIjekTVzCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54AswPr6BlVcpBw= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FHma 3Wg70hGnYCTy+serbCXVD4I=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+IL tLSZiAYrsqsmWpLYWGLiAglsyOxwwQmzj8zc1RCy32CrH+DX2B kbC//F2XULQU91cs69OSfHj6XQaNufVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r 1vY7OkoUB5dHMlI9n2mQIgQXBUroxQpY4Evo+tPrzO8+gNIiCu9 wFoMXsEkoxoIzNJIbNxrD82G1bjftHPQvcQpSJwXaw5pVHowin gQQIpdM675jx+jNmULBJaSVQaIhZnzKJtA3NGQBaG+et03pSaI ZRjQGRYWkuQi/P+Ys0HoW+OYyYHivl71M/M/rJzi+8uYijBOEkG dBKCTkQZorYWYAOhIKEFnWHKgIKWeKIYISlHFuxMTsshAYJBKF ih7TRdWE+34kU7Ods7zUX9I5azp207m9qLeOixXL5JAckVPikE vSIjekTVzCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54AswPr6BlVcpBw= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FHma 3Wg70hGnYCTy+serbCXVD4I=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+IL tLSZiAYrsqsmWpLYWGLiAglsyOxwwQmzj8zc1RCy32CrH+DX2B kbC//F2XULQU91cs69OSfHj6XQaNufVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r 1vY7OkoUB5dHMlI9n2mQIgQXBUroxQpY4Evo+tPrzO8+gNIiCu9 wFoMXsEkoxoIzNJIbNxrD82G1bjftHPQvcQpSJwXaw5pVHowin gQQIpdM675jx+jNmULBJaSVQaIhZnzKJtA3NGQBaG+et03pSaI ZRjQGRYWkuQi/P+Ys0HoW+OYyYHivl71M/M/rJzi+8uYijBOEkG dBKCTkQZorYWYAOhIKEFnWHKgIKWeKIYISlHFuxMTsshAYJBKF ih7TRdWE+34kU7Ods7zUX9I5azp207m9qLeOixXL5JAckVPikE vSIjekTVzCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54AswPr6BlVcpBw= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FHma 3Wg70hGnYCTy+serbCXVD4I=">AAACI3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+IL tLSZiAYrsqsmWpLYWGLiAglsyOxwwQmzj8zc1RCy32CrH+DX2B kbC//F2XULQU91cs69OSfHj6XQaNufVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r 1vY7OkoUB5dHMlI9n2mQIgQXBUroxQpY4Evo+tPrzO8+gNIiCu9 wFoMXsEkoxoIzNJIbNxrD82G1bjftHPQvcQpSJwXaw5pVHowin gQQIpdM675jx+jNmULBJaSVQaIhZnzKJtA3NGQBaG+et03pSaI ZRjQGRYWkuQi/P+Ys0HoW+OYyYHivl71M/M/rJzi+8uYijBOEkG dBKCTkQZorYWYAOhIKEFnWHKgIKWeKIYISlHFuxMTsshAYJBKF ih7TRdWE+34kU7Ods7zUX9I5azp207m9qLeOixXL5JAckVPikE vSIjekTVzCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54AswPr6BlVcpBw= </latexit>
p004
<latexit sha1_base64="eJRA OyU6asZz/QyK4u98knM9U28=">AAACI3icbVDNTsJAGNziH+If 6NHLRjR4Iq0h0SOJF4+YWCCBhmyXD9ywbTe7XzWE9Bm86gP4NN 6MFw++i23tQdA5TWa+LzMZX0lh0LY/rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12TRRrDi6PZKT7PjMgRQguCpTQVxpY4Evo+bPrzO89gDYiCu9 wrsAL2DQUE8EZppKrGo1Ra1St2007B/1LnILUSYHOqGaVh+OIx wGEyCUzZuDYCr0F0yi4hKQyjA0oxmdsCoOUhiwA4y3ytgk9iw3 DiCrQVEiai/D7Y8ECY+aBn14GDO/NqpeJ/3mDGCdX3kKEKkYIeR aEQkIeZLgW6QxAx0IDIsuaAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU53WQoMYolC R4/JspqG+34kk3Q7Z3Wpv6R70XTspnPbqrdPixXL5JickHPikE vSJjekQ1zCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54gswfr6BlcXpB0= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eJRA OyU6asZz/QyK4u98knM9U28=">AAACI3icbVDNTsJAGNziH+If 6NHLRjR4Iq0h0SOJF4+YWCCBhmyXD9ywbTe7XzWE9Bm86gP4NN 6MFw++i23tQdA5TWa+LzMZX0lh0LY/rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12TRRrDi6PZKT7PjMgRQguCpTQVxpY4Evo+bPrzO89gDYiCu9 wrsAL2DQUE8EZppKrGo1Ra1St2007B/1LnILUSYHOqGaVh+OIx wGEyCUzZuDYCr0F0yi4hKQyjA0oxmdsCoOUhiwA4y3ytgk9iw3 DiCrQVEiai/D7Y8ECY+aBn14GDO/NqpeJ/3mDGCdX3kKEKkYIeR aEQkIeZLgW6QxAx0IDIsuaAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU53WQoMYolC R4/JspqG+34kk3Q7Z3Wpv6R70XTspnPbqrdPixXL5JickHPikE vSJjekQ1zCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54gswfr6BlcXpB0= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eJRA OyU6asZz/QyK4u98knM9U28=">AAACI3icbVDNTsJAGNziH+If 6NHLRjR4Iq0h0SOJF4+YWCCBhmyXD9ywbTe7XzWE9Bm86gP4NN 6MFw++i23tQdA5TWa+LzMZX0lh0LY/rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12TRRrDi6PZKT7PjMgRQguCpTQVxpY4Evo+bPrzO89gDYiCu9 wrsAL2DQUE8EZppKrGo1Ra1St2007B/1LnILUSYHOqGaVh+OIx wGEyCUzZuDYCr0F0yi4hKQyjA0oxmdsCoOUhiwA4y3ytgk9iw3 DiCrQVEiai/D7Y8ECY+aBn14GDO/NqpeJ/3mDGCdX3kKEKkYIeR aEQkIeZLgW6QxAx0IDIsuaAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU53WQoMYolC R4/JspqG+34kk3Q7Z3Wpv6R70XTspnPbqrdPixXL5JickHPikE vSJjekQ1zCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54gswfr6BlcXpB0= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eJRA OyU6asZz/QyK4u98knM9U28=">AAACI3icbVDNTsJAGNziH+If 6NHLRjR4Iq0h0SOJF4+YWCCBhmyXD9ywbTe7XzWE9Bm86gP4NN 6MFw++i23tQdA5TWa+LzMZX0lh0LY/rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39Q rR12TRRrDi6PZKT7PjMgRQguCpTQVxpY4Evo+bPrzO89gDYiCu9 wrsAL2DQUE8EZppKrGo1Ra1St2007B/1LnILUSYHOqGaVh+OIx wGEyCUzZuDYCr0F0yi4hKQyjA0oxmdsCoOUhiwA4y3ytgk9iw3 DiCrQVEiai/D7Y8ECY+aBn14GDO/NqpeJ/3mDGCdX3kKEKkYIeR aEQkIeZLgW6QxAx0IDIsuaAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU53WQoMYolC R4/JspqG+34kk3Q7Z3Wpv6R70XTspnPbqrdPixXL5JickHPikE vSJjekQ1zCiSBP5Jm8WK/Wm/Vuffyclqzi54gswfr6BlcXpB0= </latexit>
p01
<latexit sha1_base64="5LEH kFDgb7XNo0w7hpx6+9UuIIg=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v VpduBqvoqiQi6LLgxmUF+4A2lMn0th06SYaZG6WE/IJb/QC/xp 24EvwYk5iFbT2rwzn3cg7HU1IYtO0vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9U a4cdE0aaQ5uHMtQ9jxmQIoA2CpTQUxqY70noerPbzO8+gjYiDB5 wrsD12SQQY8EZZpI6HzrDat1u2DnoKnEKUicFWsOaVR6MQh75E CCXzJi+Yyt0Y6ZRcAlJZRAZUIzP2AT6KQ2YD8aN87IJPYsMw5A q0FRImovw9yNmvjFz30svfYZTs+xl4n9eP8LxjRuLQEUIAc+CUE jIgwzXIl0B6EhoQGRZc6AioJxphghaUMZ5KkbpLAuBfiRR6PAp WVTTcM8LZZJu5ywvtUo6lw3Hbjj3V/XmabFimRyTE3JBHHJNmu SOtEibcDIlz+SFvFpv1rv1YX3+npas4ueILMD6/gHoVKPp</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="5LEH kFDgb7XNo0w7hpx6+9UuIIg=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v VpduBqvoqiQi6LLgxmUF+4A2lMn0th06SYaZG6WE/IJb/QC/xp 24EvwYk5iFbT2rwzn3cg7HU1IYtO0vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9U a4cdE0aaQ5uHMtQ9jxmQIoA2CpTQUxqY70noerPbzO8+gjYiDB5 wrsD12SQQY8EZZpI6HzrDat1u2DnoKnEKUicFWsOaVR6MQh75E CCXzJi+Yyt0Y6ZRcAlJZRAZUIzP2AT6KQ2YD8aN87IJPYsMw5A q0FRImovw9yNmvjFz30svfYZTs+xl4n9eP8LxjRuLQEUIAc+CUE jIgwzXIl0B6EhoQGRZc6AioJxphghaUMZ5KkbpLAuBfiRR6PAp WVTTcM8LZZJu5ywvtUo6lw3Hbjj3V/XmabFimRyTE3JBHHJNmu SOtEibcDIlz+SFvFpv1rv1YX3+npas4ueILMD6/gHoVKPp</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="5LEH kFDgb7XNo0w7hpx6+9UuIIg=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v VpduBqvoqiQi6LLgxmUF+4A2lMn0th06SYaZG6WE/IJb/QC/xp 24EvwYk5iFbT2rwzn3cg7HU1IYtO0vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9U a4cdE0aaQ5uHMtQ9jxmQIoA2CpTQUxqY70noerPbzO8+gjYiDB5 wrsD12SQQY8EZZpI6HzrDat1u2DnoKnEKUicFWsOaVR6MQh75E CCXzJi+Yyt0Y6ZRcAlJZRAZUIzP2AT6KQ2YD8aN87IJPYsMw5A q0FRImovw9yNmvjFz30svfYZTs+xl4n9eP8LxjRuLQEUIAc+CUE jIgwzXIl0B6EhoQGRZc6AioJxphghaUMZ5KkbpLAuBfiRR6PAp WVTTcM8LZZJu5ywvtUo6lw3Hbjj3V/XmabFimRyTE3JBHHJNmu SOtEibcDIlz+SFvFpv1rv1YX3+npas4ueILMD6/gHoVKPp</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="5LEH kFDgb7XNo0w7hpx6+9UuIIg=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v VpduBqvoqiQi6LLgxmUF+4A2lMn0th06SYaZG6WE/IJb/QC/xp 24EvwYk5iFbT2rwzn3cg7HU1IYtO0vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9U a4cdE0aaQ5uHMtQ9jxmQIoA2CpTQUxqY70noerPbzO8+gjYiDB5 wrsD12SQQY8EZZpI6HzrDat1u2DnoKnEKUicFWsOaVR6MQh75E CCXzJi+Yyt0Y6ZRcAlJZRAZUIzP2AT6KQ2YD8aN87IJPYsMw5A q0FRImovw9yNmvjFz30svfYZTs+xl4n9eP8LxjRuLQEUIAc+CUE jIgwzXIl0B6EhoQGRZc6AioJxphghaUMZ5KkbpLAuBfiRR6PAp WVTTcM8LZZJu5ywvtUo6lw3Hbjj3V/XmabFimRyTE3JBHHJNmu SOtEibcDIlz+SFvFpv1rv1YX3+npas4ueILMD6/gHoVKPp</la texit>
p02
<latexit sha1_base64="tVub NZ6fxZKtq6+UTeLkkv8Zd4g=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlaQIuiy4cVnBPqANZTK9bYdOMmHmRikhv+BWP8CvcS euBD/GJGZhW8/qcM69nMPxQikM2vaXtba+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxW qkcdoyLNoc2VVLrnMQNSBNBGgRJ6oQbmexK63uw287uPoI1QwQP OQ3B9NgnEWHCGmRReDBvDSs2u2znoKnEKUiMFWsOqVRqMFI98C JBLZkzfsUN0Y6ZRcAlJeRAZCBmfsQn0UxowH4wb52UTeh4Zhoq GoKmQNBfh70fMfGPmvpde+gynZtnLxP+8foTjGzcWQRghBDwLQi EhDzJci3QFoCOhAZFlzYGKgHKmGSJoQRnnqRilsywE+pFEodVT sqim4Z6nZJJu5ywvtUo6jbpj1537q1rzrFixRE7IKbkkDrkmTX JHWqRNOJmSZ/JCXq036936sD5/T9es4ueYLMD6/gHqD6Pq</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="tVub NZ6fxZKtq6+UTeLkkv8Zd4g=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlaQIuiy4cVnBPqANZTK9bYdOMmHmRikhv+BWP8CvcS euBD/GJGZhW8/qcM69nMPxQikM2vaXtba+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxW qkcdoyLNoc2VVLrnMQNSBNBGgRJ6oQbmexK63uw287uPoI1QwQP OQ3B9NgnEWHCGmRReDBvDSs2u2znoKnEKUiMFWsOqVRqMFI98C JBLZkzfsUN0Y6ZRcAlJeRAZCBmfsQn0UxowH4wb52UTeh4Zhoq GoKmQNBfh70fMfGPmvpde+gynZtnLxP+8foTjGzcWQRghBDwLQi EhDzJci3QFoCOhAZFlzYGKgHKmGSJoQRnnqRilsywE+pFEodVT sqim4Z6nZJJu5ywvtUo6jbpj1537q1rzrFixRE7IKbkkDrkmTX JHWqRNOJmSZ/JCXq036936sD5/T9es4ueYLMD6/gHqD6Pq</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="tVub NZ6fxZKtq6+UTeLkkv8Zd4g=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlaQIuiy4cVnBPqANZTK9bYdOMmHmRikhv+BWP8CvcS euBD/GJGZhW8/qcM69nMPxQikM2vaXtba+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxW qkcdoyLNoc2VVLrnMQNSBNBGgRJ6oQbmexK63uw287uPoI1QwQP OQ3B9NgnEWHCGmRReDBvDSs2u2znoKnEKUiMFWsOqVRqMFI98C JBLZkzfsUN0Y6ZRcAlJeRAZCBmfsQn0UxowH4wb52UTeh4Zhoq GoKmQNBfh70fMfGPmvpde+gynZtnLxP+8foTjGzcWQRghBDwLQi EhDzJci3QFoCOhAZFlzYGKgHKmGSJoQRnnqRilsywE+pFEodVT sqim4Z6nZJJu5ywvtUo6jbpj1537q1rzrFixRE7IKbkkDrkmTX JHWqRNOJmSZ/JCXq036936sD5/T9es4ueYLMD6/gHqD6Pq</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="tVub NZ6fxZKtq6+UTeLkkv8Zd4g=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlaQIuiy4cVnBPqANZTK9bYdOMmHmRikhv+BWP8CvcS euBD/GJGZhW8/qcM69nMPxQikM2vaXtba+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxW qkcdoyLNoc2VVLrnMQNSBNBGgRJ6oQbmexK63uw287uPoI1QwQP OQ3B9NgnEWHCGmRReDBvDSs2u2znoKnEKUiMFWsOqVRqMFI98C JBLZkzfsUN0Y6ZRcAlJeRAZCBmfsQn0UxowH4wb52UTeh4Zhoq GoKmQNBfh70fMfGPmvpde+gynZtnLxP+8foTjGzcWQRghBDwLQi EhDzJci3QFoCOhAZFlzYGKgHKmGSJoQRnnqRilsywE+pFEodVT sqim4Z6nZJJu5ywvtUo6jbpj1537q1rzrFixRE7IKbkkDrkmTX JHWqRNOJmSZ/JCXq036936sD5/T9es4ueYLMD6/gHqD6Pq</la texit>
p03
<latexit sha1_base64="DJX2 2ayT9jhNuZVk7n0+3rza9yM=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlUQFXRbcuKxgH9CGMpnetkMnD2buKCXkF9zqB/g17s SV4MeYxCxs61kdzrmXczheJIVG2/6yVlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvf1K 9aCtQ6M4tHgoQ9X1mAYpAmihQAndSAHzPQkdb3qb+Z1HUFqEwQP OInB9Ng7ESHCGmRSdDS4HlZpdt3PQZeIUpEYKNAdVq9Qfhtz4E CCXTOueY0foxkyh4BKSct9oiBifsjH0UhowH7Qb52UTemo0w5B GoKiQNBfh70fMfK1nvpde+gwnetHLxP+8nsHRjRuLIDIIAc+CUE jIgzRXIl0B6FAoQGRZc6AioJwphghKUMZ5Kpp0lrlA30gUKnxK 5tU03PNCmaTbOYtLLZP2Rd2x6879Va1xUqxYIkfkmJwTh1yTBr kjTdIinEzIM3khr9ab9W59WJ+/pytW8XNI5mB9/wDryqPr</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="DJX2 2ayT9jhNuZVk7n0+3rza9yM=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlUQFXRbcuKxgH9CGMpnetkMnD2buKCXkF9zqB/g17s SV4MeYxCxs61kdzrmXczheJIVG2/6yVlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvf1K 9aCtQ6M4tHgoQ9X1mAYpAmihQAndSAHzPQkdb3qb+Z1HUFqEwQP OInB9Ng7ESHCGmRSdDS4HlZpdt3PQZeIUpEYKNAdVq9Qfhtz4E CCXTOueY0foxkyh4BKSct9oiBifsjH0UhowH7Qb52UTemo0w5B GoKiQNBfh70fMfK1nvpde+gwnetHLxP+8nsHRjRuLIDIIAc+CUE jIgzRXIl0B6FAoQGRZc6AioJwphghKUMZ5Kpp0lrlA30gUKnxK 5tU03PNCmaTbOYtLLZP2Rd2x6879Va1xUqxYIkfkmJwTh1yTBr kjTdIinEzIM3khr9ab9W59WJ+/pytW8XNI5mB9/wDryqPr</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="DJX2 2ayT9jhNuZVk7n0+3rza9yM=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlUQFXRbcuKxgH9CGMpnetkMnD2buKCXkF9zqB/g17s SV4MeYxCxs61kdzrmXczheJIVG2/6yVlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvf1K 9aCtQ6M4tHgoQ9X1mAYpAmihQAndSAHzPQkdb3qb+Z1HUFqEwQP OInB9Ng7ESHCGmRSdDS4HlZpdt3PQZeIUpEYKNAdVq9Qfhtz4E CCXTOueY0foxkyh4BKSct9oiBifsjH0UhowH7Qb52UTemo0w5B GoKiQNBfh70fMfK1nvpde+gwnetHLxP+8nsHRjRuLIDIIAc+CUE jIgzRXIl0B6FAoQGRZc6AioJwphghKUMZ5Kpp0lrlA30gUKnxK 5tU03PNCmaTbOYtLLZP2Rd2x6879Va1xUqxYIkfkmJwTh1yTBr kjTdIinEzIM3khr9ab9W59WJ+/pytW8XNI5mB9/wDryqPr</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="DJX2 2ayT9jhNuZVk7n0+3rza9yM=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlUQFXRbcuKxgH9CGMpnetkMnD2buKCXkF9zqB/g17s SV4MeYxCxs61kdzrmXczheJIVG2/6yVlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvf1K 9aCtQ6M4tHgoQ9X1mAYpAmihQAndSAHzPQkdb3qb+Z1HUFqEwQP OInB9Ng7ESHCGmRSdDS4HlZpdt3PQZeIUpEYKNAdVq9Qfhtz4E CCXTOueY0foxkyh4BKSct9oiBifsjH0UhowH7Qb52UTemo0w5B GoKiQNBfh70fMfK1nvpde+gwnetHLxP+8nsHRjRuLIDIIAc+CUE jIgzRXIl0B6FAoQGRZc6AioJwphghKUMZ5Kpp0lrlA30gUKnxK 5tU03PNCmaTbOYtLLZP2Rd2x6879Va1xUqxYIkfkmJwTh1yTBr kjTdIinEzIM3khr9ab9W59WJ+/pytW8XNI5mB9/wDryqPr</la texit>
p04
<latexit sha1_base64="XpIS 4LIIEGGHwuUip9tmA8159T4=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlUQKuiy4cVnBPqANZTK9bYdOMmHmRikhv+BWP8CvcS euBD/GJGZhW8/qcM69nMPxQikM2vaXtba+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxW qkcdoyLNoc2VVLrnMQNSBNBGgRJ6oQbmexK63uw287uPoI1QwQP OQ3B9NgnEWHCGmRReDBvDSs2u2znoKnEKUiMFWsOqVRqMFI98C JBLZkzfsUN0Y6ZRcAlJeRAZCBmfsQn0UxowH4wb52UTeh4Zhoq GoKmQNBfh70fMfGPmvpde+gynZtnLxP+8foTjGzcWQRghBDwLQi EhDzJci3QFoCOhAZFlzYGKgHKmGSJoQRnnqRilsywE+pFEodVT sqim4Z6nZJJu5ywvtUo6V3XHrjv3jVrzrFixRE7IKbkkDrkmTX JHWqRNOJmSZ/JCXq036936sD5/T9es4ueYLMD6/gHthaPs</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="XpIS 4LIIEGGHwuUip9tmA8159T4=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlUQKuiy4cVnBPqANZTK9bYdOMmHmRikhv+BWP8CvcS euBD/GJGZhW8/qcM69nMPxQikM2vaXtba+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxW qkcdoyLNoc2VVLrnMQNSBNBGgRJ6oQbmexK63uw287uPoI1QwQP OQ3B9NgnEWHCGmRReDBvDSs2u2znoKnEKUiMFWsOqVRqMFI98C JBLZkzfsUN0Y6ZRcAlJeRAZCBmfsQn0UxowH4wb52UTeh4Zhoq GoKmQNBfh70fMfGPmvpde+gynZtnLxP+8foTjGzcWQRghBDwLQi EhDzJci3QFoCOhAZFlzYGKgHKmGSJoQRnnqRilsywE+pFEodVT sqim4Z6nZJJu5ywvtUo6V3XHrjv3jVrzrFixRE7IKbkkDrkmTX JHWqRNOJmSZ/JCXq036936sD5/T9es4ueYLMD6/gHthaPs</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="XpIS 4LIIEGGHwuUip9tmA8159T4=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlUQKuiy4cVnBPqANZTK9bYdOMmHmRikhv+BWP8CvcS euBD/GJGZhW8/qcM69nMPxQikM2vaXtba+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxW qkcdoyLNoc2VVLrnMQNSBNBGgRJ6oQbmexK63uw287uPoI1QwQP OQ3B9NgnEWHCGmRReDBvDSs2u2znoKnEKUiMFWsOqVRqMFI98C JBLZkzfsUN0Y6ZRcAlJeRAZCBmfsQn0UxowH4wb52UTeh4Zhoq GoKmQNBfh70fMfGPmvpde+gynZtnLxP+8foTjGzcWQRghBDwLQi EhDzJci3QFoCOhAZFlzYGKgHKmGSJoQRnnqRilsywE+pFEodVT sqim4Z6nZJJu5ywvtUo6V3XHrjv3jVrzrFixRE7IKbkkDrkmTX JHWqRNOJmSZ/JCXq036936sD5/T9es4ueYLMD6/gHthaPs</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="XpIS 4LIIEGGHwuUip9tmA8159T4=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV 6tLNYBVdlUQKuiy4cVnBPqANZTK9bYdOMmHmRikhv+BWP8CvcS euBD/GJGZhW8/qcM69nMPxQikM2vaXtba+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxW qkcdoyLNoc2VVLrnMQNSBNBGgRJ6oQbmexK63uw287uPoI1QwQP OQ3B9NgnEWHCGmRReDBvDSs2u2znoKnEKUiMFWsOqVRqMFI98C JBLZkzfsUN0Y6ZRcAlJeRAZCBmfsQn0UxowH4wb52UTeh4Zhoq GoKmQNBfh70fMfGPmvpde+gynZtnLxP+8foTjGzcWQRghBDwLQi EhDzJci3QFoCOhAZFlzYGKgHKmGSJoQRnnqRilsywE+pFEodVT sqim4Z6nZJJu5ywvtUo6V3XHrjv3jVrzrFixRE7IKbkkDrkmTX JHWqRNOJmSZ/JCXq036936sD5/T9es4ueYLMD6/gHthaPs</la texit>
A
<latexit sha1_base64="fdTn nPmpqStezg1zgH1RtgQngWU=">AAACH3icbVDLTsJAFJ3iC/EF unQzEU1ckdaY6BLjxiUk8kigIdPhghOm02bmVkOafoFb/QC/xp 1xy9/Y1i4EPKuTc+7NOTleKIVB215YpY3Nre2d8m5lb//g8Kha O+6aINIcOjyQge57zIAUCjooUEI/1MB8T0LPm91nfu8ZtBGBesR 5CK7PpkpMBGeYSu27UbVuN+wcdJ04BamTAq1RzSoPxwGPfFDIJ TNm4NghujHTKLiEpDKMDISMz9gUBilVzAfjxnnThF5EhmFAQ9B USJqL8PcjZr4xc99LL32GT2bVy8T/vEGEk1s3FiqMEBTPglBIyI MM1yKdAOhYaEBkWXOgQlHONEMELSjjPBWjdJOlQD+SKHTwkiyr abjnBTJJt3NWl1on3auGYzec9nW9eV6sWCan5IxcEofckCZ5IC 3SIZwAeSVv5N36sD6tL+v797RkFT8nZAnW4gfo4KLl</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="fdTn nPmpqStezg1zgH1RtgQngWU=">AAACH3icbVDLTsJAFJ3iC/EF unQzEU1ckdaY6BLjxiUk8kigIdPhghOm02bmVkOafoFb/QC/xp 1xy9/Y1i4EPKuTc+7NOTleKIVB215YpY3Nre2d8m5lb//g8Kha O+6aINIcOjyQge57zIAUCjooUEI/1MB8T0LPm91nfu8ZtBGBesR 5CK7PpkpMBGeYSu27UbVuN+wcdJ04BamTAq1RzSoPxwGPfFDIJ TNm4NghujHTKLiEpDKMDISMz9gUBilVzAfjxnnThF5EhmFAQ9B USJqL8PcjZr4xc99LL32GT2bVy8T/vEGEk1s3FiqMEBTPglBIyI MM1yKdAOhYaEBkWXOgQlHONEMELSjjPBWjdJOlQD+SKHTwkiyr abjnBTJJt3NWl1on3auGYzec9nW9eV6sWCan5IxcEofckCZ5IC 3SIZwAeSVv5N36sD6tL+v797RkFT8nZAnW4gfo4KLl</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="fdTn nPmpqStezg1zgH1RtgQngWU=">AAACH3icbVDLTsJAFJ3iC/EF unQzEU1ckdaY6BLjxiUk8kigIdPhghOm02bmVkOafoFb/QC/xp 1xy9/Y1i4EPKuTc+7NOTleKIVB215YpY3Nre2d8m5lb//g8Kha O+6aINIcOjyQge57zIAUCjooUEI/1MB8T0LPm91nfu8ZtBGBesR 5CK7PpkpMBGeYSu27UbVuN+wcdJ04BamTAq1RzSoPxwGPfFDIJ TNm4NghujHTKLiEpDKMDISMz9gUBilVzAfjxnnThF5EhmFAQ9B USJqL8PcjZr4xc99LL32GT2bVy8T/vEGEk1s3FiqMEBTPglBIyI MM1yKdAOhYaEBkWXOgQlHONEMELSjjPBWjdJOlQD+SKHTwkiyr abjnBTJJt3NWl1on3auGYzec9nW9eV6sWCan5IxcEofckCZ5IC 3SIZwAeSVv5N36sD6tL+v797RkFT8nZAnW4gfo4KLl</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64="fdTn nPmpqStezg1zgH1RtgQngWU=">AAACH3icbVDLTsJAFJ3iC/EF unQzEU1ckdaY6BLjxiUk8kigIdPhghOm02bmVkOafoFb/QC/xp 1xy9/Y1i4EPKuTc+7NOTleKIVB215YpY3Nre2d8m5lb//g8Kha O+6aINIcOjyQge57zIAUCjooUEI/1MB8T0LPm91nfu8ZtBGBesR 5CK7PpkpMBGeYSu27UbVuN+wcdJ04BamTAq1RzSoPxwGPfFDIJ TNm4NghujHTKLiEpDKMDISMz9gUBilVzAfjxnnThF5EhmFAQ9B USJqL8PcjZr4xc99LL32GT2bVy8T/vEGEk1s3FiqMEBTPglBIyI MM1yKdAOhYaEBkWXOgQlHONEMELSjjPBWjdJOlQD+SKHTwkiyr abjnBTJJt3NWl1on3auGYzec9nW9eV6sWCan5IxcEofckCZ5IC 3SIZwAeSVv5N36sD6tL+v797RkFT8nZAnW4gfo4KLl</latexi t>
Figure 4 Configuration C0 with a unique
symmetry axis A and no robots on the axis. The
arrow on axis A indicate the direction on which
robots agree. The arrows among configuration
points indicate the cyclic order induced by the
algorithm.
To summarize, we have the following characterization for solvability of Move-All without
chirality:
I Theorem 10. In systems without chirality, Move-All is solvable in 1-step if and only if
C0 6∈ C and C0 does not have a symmetry axis containing exactly one robot.
4.2 Visit-All
The Visit-All problem differs from Move-All only when n > 2, so we will assume in this
section that n ≥ 3. We will show that Visit-All is solvable without chirality if (i) C0 6∈ C
and (ii) C0 does not have symmetry axes, or there is a unique axis of symmetry that does
not intersect any point of C0. The main idea of the algorithm is the following. When C0
does not have a symmetry axis, then it is possible to agree on a common notion of clockwise
direction. Once this is done the algorithm from the previous section can be used. So we
consider the case when C0 has a unique axis of symmetry that does not intersect any point
of C0. We partition C0 in two sets C ′ and C ′′, containing robots from the two sides of the
axis of symmetry. In each of these sets it is possible to agree on a total order of the points
(recall that the symmetry axis is unique). Let [p′0, p′1, . . . , p′n−1
2
] be the total order on C ′ and
[p′′0 , p′′1 , . . . , p′′n−1
2
] be the analogous order on C ′′. We obtain a cyclic order on C0 by having
element p′′0 following p′n−1
2
, and, in a symmetric way, p′0 follows p′′n−1
2
(see Figure 4).
I Theorem 11. When n > 2 and robots do not have chirality, Visit-All is solvable in
1-step if the initial configuration C0 6∈ C and either
(i) There are no symmetry axes in C0, or,
(ii) There exists a unique symmetry axis of C0 and no point of C0 intersects the axis.
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Interestingly, without chirality, Visit-All is not solvable if the assumptions of Th. 11 do
not hold:
I Theorem 12. When n > 2 and there is no chirality, there exists no algorithm that solves
Visit-All in 1-step from an initial configuration C0 if one of the following holds:
C0 ∈ C
There exists a symmetry axis of C0 intersecting a proper non-empty subset of C0.
There are at least two symmetry axes of C0.
To summarize, we have the following:
I Theorem 13. In systems without chirality, Visit-All is solvable in 1-step if and only if
C0 6∈ C and either there are no symmetry axes in C0, or there exists a unique symmetry
axis that does not intersect any point of C0.
4.3 2-step Algorithms
We can show that 2-step algorithms do not help to enlarge the class of solvable configurations.
I Theorem 14. When the system has no chirality, Move-All is not solvable in 2-steps,
from an initial configuration C0, if C0 ∈ C, or if there exists an axis of symmetry in C0
containing a single robot.
I Theorem 15. When n > 2 and there is no chirality, Visit-All is not solvable in 2-steps,
from an initial configuration C0, if one of the following holds:
C0 ∈ C
There exists a symmetry axis A of C0 intersecting a proper non-empty subset of C0.
There are at least two symmetry axes of C0.
5 Oblivious Robots with Visible Coordinate Systems
In this section, we assume that each robot can see the coordinate system of all robots and the
system has chirality. As we have seen in Section 3, with chirality, the only configurations in
which Visit-All cannot be solved are the ones in C. We now present a Voting algorithm
that solves Visit-All also starting from these configurations, provided that robots have this
extra knowledge of the coordinate systems of other robots. The algorithm (see Algorithm 2)
uses Procedure innerPolygon, which takes a configuration C and returns only the points
on the smallest non degenerate circle having the same center as SEC(C) and passing through
at least one point of C.
When C0 6∈ C, the algorithm uses the Order procedure from Section 3. In case the
initial configuration is in C, the algorithm implements a voting procedure to elect a unique
vertex of the innermost non-degenerate polygon P computed by Procedure innerPolygon.
The vote of a robot r is computed by translating its coordinate system to the center of
SEC(C0). The vote of r will be given to the point of P that forms the smallest counter-
clockwise angle with the x-axis of the translated system. Since the number of robots is
co-prime to the size of P , a unique vertex (robot) can be elected and the elected point is
used to break the symmetry and compute a total order among the robots. As before, the
robots use this total order to move cyclically solving Visit-All.
I Theorem 16. If each robot can see the axes of the others and there is chirality, then there
exists a 1-step algorithm solving Visit-All for any initial configuration C0.
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Algorithm 2 Order Algorithm when robots have visible coordinate systems.
procedure getVote(Polygon P , robot r)
o = getCenter(P )
Consider the coordinate system with origin o and axes parallel to the system Sr of robot r. Let




V=vector of size |P | with all entries equal to 0.
for all r ∈ C do
rv = getV ote(P, r)
V [v] = V [v] + 1
pl = elect one robot in P using the votes in V .
return pl
procedure Order(Configuration C)
if C ∈ C then
pl = V oting(C)
Compute a cyclic order on positions in C using the leader robot pl.
else
Compute an order using Order(C) of the algorithm in Section 3.1.
return the cyclic order computed
6 Robots with one bit of Persistent Memory
Motivated by the impossibility result of Theorem 6, we now investigate non-oblivious robots
having some persistent memory. Interestingly, we show that a single bit of memory is
sufficient to overcome the impossibility, and solve Visit-All using a 2-step algorithm. Note
that we cannot overcome the impossibility using 1-step algorithms and Theorem 3, holds
even if the robots are equipped with an infinite amount of memory.
We present the 2-step algorithm below (Algorithm 3) for n ≥ 3 robots.
Algorithm 3 2-step Visit-All with one bit of memory.
1: (Initially: b = 0)
2:
3: if C 6∈ C ∧ b = 0 then
4: Compute an order using Algorithm from Section 3.
5: Permute robots according to the computed order.
6: else if C ∈ C ∧ b = 0 then
7: b=1
8: if I am the central robot then
9: Compute a destination point v =ComputeMovementCentral(C).
10: set destination as v
11: else if C ∈ C ∧ b = 1 then
12: compute a destination point v =ComputeMovementNotCentral(C).
13: set destination as v
14: else if C 6∈ C ∧ b = 1 then
15: (C′, p′, Leader) =Reconstruct(C)
16: Compute a cyclic order p0, p1, . . . , pn−1 of positions in C′ using the pivot robot p′.




21: if my position in C′ was pi then
22: set destination as p(i+1) mod n
Intuitive description of the algorithm. The general idea is to use alternate rounds of
communication and formation of the actual permutation. In the communication round, the
robots create a special intermediate configuration that provides a total order on the robots;
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Figure 5 Case C2: the central robot rc = rl moves to indicate the pivot point p′ on circle P1.
In the subsequent round they reconstruct the initial pattern forming the permutation of the
initial configuration. The memory bit is crucial to distinguish the intermediate configuration
from the initial configuration. If the initial configuration C0 6∈ C then the robots follow the
1-step algorithm described in Section 3 and we will show that this does not conflict with the
rest of the algorithm designed for the case when C0 ∈ C, as described below.
Initially every robot has the bit b set to 0. When a robot observes that the configuration
is in C and bit b is 0, it sets the bit to 1 to remember that the initial configuration C0 ∈ C.
The central robot rl in C0 takes the role of Leader and performs a special move to create
the intermediate configuration C1 that is not in C but from C1, it is possible to reconstruct
the initial configuration C0 or any permutation of it (This move is determined by procedure
ComputeMovementCentral described in the next paragraph).
A key point of the algorithm is that the Leader robot remains invariant. At the next
activation, the robots observe a configuration that is not in C and they have bit b = 1;
this indicates that this is an intermediate configuration and the robots move to reconstruct
a configuration C2 = Π(C0). With the exception of the Leader rl whose memory bit b is
always set to 1, all the other robots will now reset their bit b to 0.
In the next round, the robots are in configuration C2, where the central robot rc is not
rl (the robots have performed one cyclic permutation). At this point, the robot rl is the
unique robot whose bit b = 1. All other robots have b = 1 and they behave similarly as in
the first round, including robot rc which moves like the central robot moved in C0. However,
the leader robot rl also moves at the same time, in a special way (as described in procedure
ComputeMovementNotCentral presented in the next paragraph). The combination
of moves of the leader robot and the central robot allows the robots not only to determine
the initial configuration, but also to uniquely identify a “pivot” point in the pattern (see
Figure 6), which is kept invariant during the algorithm. The recognition of the pivot point
allows the robots agree on the same cyclic ordering of the points in the initial pattern, thus
allowing cyclic permutations of the robots.
An example execution of this algorithm is presented in Figure 6.
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r4<latexit sha1_base6 4="vBagK8TkXoQ1N7d4hCyXfzpTLxI=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ2pr1pfrS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBjc uK9gFtKJPpbR06yYSZG6WEfoJb/QC/xp24E3/G JGZhW8/qcM69nMPxIyUtOs4XLa2tb2xulbcrO 7t7+wfV2mHH6tgIaAuttOn53IKSIbRRooJeZI AHvoKuP73O/O4jGCt1eI+zCLyAT0I5loJjKt2Z 4cWwWncaTg62StyC1EmB1rBGy4ORFnEAIQrFr e27ToRewg1KoWBeGcQWIi6mfAL9lIY8AOsledc 5O40tR80iMEwqlovw9yPhgbWzwE8vA44PdtnL xP+8fozjKy+RYRQjhCILQqkgD7LCyHQEYCNpAJ FnzYHJkAluOCIYybgQqRinqywEBrFCafTTfFF Nw31fq3m6nbu81CrpnDdcp+HeXtSbTrFimRyTE 3JGXHJJmuSGtEibCDIhz+SFvNI3+k4/6OfvaY kWP0dkAfT7B4tBo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="vBagK8TkXoQ1N7d4hCyXfzpTLxI=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ2pr1pfrS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBjc uK9gFtKJPpbR06yYSZG6WEfoJb/QC/xp24E3/G JGZhW8/qcM69nMPxIyUtOs4XLa2tb2xulbcrO 7t7+wfV2mHH6tgIaAuttOn53IKSIbRRooJeZI AHvoKuP73O/O4jGCt1eI+zCLyAT0I5loJjKt2Z 4cWwWncaTg62StyC1EmB1rBGy4ORFnEAIQrFr e27ToRewg1KoWBeGcQWIi6mfAL9lIY8AOsledc 5O40tR80iMEwqlovw9yPhgbWzwE8vA44PdtnL xP+8fozjKy+RYRQjhCILQqkgD7LCyHQEYCNpAJ FnzYHJkAluOCIYybgQqRinqywEBrFCafTTfFF Nw31fq3m6nbu81CrpnDdcp+HeXtSbTrFimRyTE 3JGXHJJmuSGtEibCDIhz+SFvNI3+k4/6OfvaY kWP0dkAfT7B4tBo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="vBagK8TkXoQ1N7d4hCyXfzpTLxI=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ2pr1pfrS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBjc uK9gFtKJPpbR06yYSZG6WEfoJb/QC/xp24E3/G JGZhW8/qcM69nMPxIyUtOs4XLa2tb2xulbcrO 7t7+wfV2mHH6tgIaAuttOn53IKSIbRRooJeZI AHvoKuP73O/O4jGCt1eI+zCLyAT0I5loJjKt2Z 4cWwWncaTg62StyC1EmB1rBGy4ORFnEAIQrFr e27ToRewg1KoWBeGcQWIi6mfAL9lIY8AOsledc 5O40tR80iMEwqlovw9yPhgbWzwE8vA44PdtnL xP+8fozjKy+RYRQjhCILQqkgD7LCyHQEYCNpAJ FnzYHJkAluOCIYybgQqRinqywEBrFCafTTfFF Nw31fq3m6nbu81CrpnDdcp+HeXtSbTrFimRyTE 3JGXHJJmuSGtEibCDIhz+SFvNI3+k4/6OfvaY kWP0dkAfT7B4tBo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="vBagK8TkXoQ1N7d4hCyXfzpTLxI=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ2pr1pfrS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBjc uK9gFtKJPpbR06yYSZG6WEfoJb/QC/xp24E3/G JGZhW8/qcM69nMPxIyUtOs4XLa2tb2xulbcrO 7t7+wfV2mHH6tgIaAuttOn53IKSIbRRooJeZI AHvoKuP73O/O4jGCt1eI+zCLyAT0I5loJjKt2Z 4cWwWncaTg62StyC1EmB1rBGy4ORFnEAIQrFr e27ToRewg1KoWBeGcQWIi6mfAL9lIY8AOsledc 5O40tR80iMEwqlovw9yPhgbWzwE8vA44PdtnL xP+8fozjKy+RYRQjhCILQqkgD7LCyHQEYCNpAJ FnzYHJkAluOCIYybgQqRinqywEBrFCafTTfFF Nw31fq3m6nbu81CrpnDdcp+HeXtSbTrFimRyTE 3JGXHJJmuSGtEibCDIhz+SFvNI3+k4/6OfvaY kWP0dkAfT7B4tBo8k=</latexit>
(a) round r = 0 (communication round): only
the central agent rl moves. The pivot position
is the one occupied by r2.
(b) round r = 1 (permutation round). The
arrows show the cyclic order over the positions





rl<latexit sha1_base6 4="LNvhwzMraBUzSiutdgUPQhhNnP4=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBovgqiQi6LLgxmV F+4A2lMn0tg6dyYSZG6WUfIJb/QC/xp24E3/GJ GZhW8/qcM69nMMJIiksuu6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdn b39g+qtcOO1bHh0OZaatMLmAUpQmijQAm9yABT gYRuML3O/O4jGCt0eI+zCHzFJqEYC84wle7MUA 6rdbfh5qCrxCtInRRoDWtOeTDSPFYQIpfM2r7n RujPmUHBJSSVQWwhYnzKJtBPacgUWH+ed03oa WwZahqBoULSXIS/H3OmrJ2pIL1UDB/sspeJ/3n 9GMdX/lyEUYwQ8iwIhYQ8yHIj0hGAjoQBRJY1B ypCyplhiGAEZZynYpyushCoYonC6KdkUU3Dg0D LJN3OW15qlXTOG57b8G4v6k23WLFMjskJOSMe uSRNckNapE04mZBn8kJenTfn3flwPn9PS07xc0 QW4Hz/AOwppAE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="LNvhwzMraBUzSiutdgUPQhhNnP4=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBovgqiQi6LLgxmV F+4A2lMn0tg6dyYSZG6WUfIJb/QC/xp24E3/GJ GZhW8/qcM69nMMJIiksuu6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdn b39g+qtcOO1bHh0OZaatMLmAUpQmijQAm9yABT gYRuML3O/O4jGCt0eI+zCHzFJqEYC84wle7MUA 6rdbfh5qCrxCtInRRoDWtOeTDSPFYQIpfM2r7n RujPmUHBJSSVQWwhYnzKJtBPacgUWH+ed03oa WwZahqBoULSXIS/H3OmrJ2pIL1UDB/sspeJ/3n 9GMdX/lyEUYwQ8iwIhYQ8yHIj0hGAjoQBRJY1B ypCyplhiGAEZZynYpyushCoYonC6KdkUU3Dg0D LJN3OW15qlXTOG57b8G4v6k23WLFMjskJOSMe uSRNckNapE04mZBn8kJenTfn3flwPn9PS07xc0 QW4Hz/AOwppAE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="LNvhwzMraBUzSiutdgUPQhhNnP4=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBovgqiQi6LLgxmV F+4A2lMn0tg6dyYSZG6WUfIJb/QC/xp24E3/GJ GZhW8/qcM69nMMJIiksuu6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdn b39g+qtcOO1bHh0OZaatMLmAUpQmijQAm9yABT gYRuML3O/O4jGCt0eI+zCHzFJqEYC84wle7MUA 6rdbfh5qCrxCtInRRoDWtOeTDSPFYQIpfM2r7n RujPmUHBJSSVQWwhYnzKJtBPacgUWH+ed03oa WwZahqBoULSXIS/H3OmrJ2pIL1UDB/sspeJ/3n 9GMdX/lyEUYwQ8iwIhYQ8yHIj0hGAjoQBRJY1B ypCyplhiGAEZZynYpyushCoYonC6KdkUU3Dg0D LJN3OW15qlXTOG57b8G4v6k23WLFMjskJOSMe uSRNckNapE04mZBn8kJenTfn3flwPn9PS07xc0 QW4Hz/AOwppAE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="LNvhwzMraBUzSiutdgUPQhhNnP4=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBovgqiQi6LLgxmV F+4A2lMn0tg6dyYSZG6WUfIJb/QC/xp24E3/GJ GZhW8/qcM69nMMJIiksuu6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdn b39g+qtcOO1bHh0OZaatMLmAUpQmijQAm9yABT gYRuML3O/O4jGCt0eI+zCHzFJqEYC84wle7MUA 6rdbfh5qCrxCtInRRoDWtOeTDSPFYQIpfM2r7n RujPmUHBJSSVQWwhYnzKJtBPacgUWH+ed03oa WwZahqBoULSXIS/H3OmrJ2pIL1UDB/sspeJ/3n 9GMdX/lyEUYwQ8iwIhYQ8yHIj0hGAjoQBRJY1B ypCyplhiGAEZZynYpyushCoYonC6KdkUU3Dg0D LJN3OW15qlXTOG57b8G4v6k23WLFMjskJOSMe uSRNckNapE04mZBn8kJenTfn3flwPn9PS07xc0 QW4Hz/AOwppAE=</latexit>
r1<latexit sha1_base6 4="43dVPI71x2F25l4ukOib6S3X/SM=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBovgqiQi6LLgxmV F+4A2lMn0tg6dyYSZG6WUfIJb/QC/xp24E3/GJ GZhW8/qcM69nMMJIiksuu6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdn b39g+qtcOO1bHh0OZaatMLmAUpQmijQAm9yABT gYRuML3O/O4jGCt0eI+zCHzFJqEYC84wle7M0B tW627DzUFXiVeQOinQGtac8mCkeawgRC6ZtX3P jdCfM4OCS0gqg9hCxPiUTaCf0pApsP4875rQ0 9gy1DQCQ4WkuQh/P+ZMWTtTQXqpGD7YZS8T//P 6MY6v/LkIoxgh5FkQCgl5kOVGpCMAHQkDiCxrD lSElDPDEMEIyjhPxThdZSFQxRKF0U/JopqGB4G WSbqdt7zUKumcNzy34d1e1JtusWKZHJMTckY8 ckma5Ia0SJtwMiHP5IW8Om/Ou/PhfP6elpzi54 gswPn+AYYQo8Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="43dVPI71x2F25l4ukOib6S3X/SM=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBovgqiQi6LLgxmV F+4A2lMn0tg6dyYSZG6WUfIJb/QC/xp24E3/GJ GZhW8/qcM69nMMJIiksuu6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdn b39g+qtcOO1bHh0OZaatMLmAUpQmijQAm9yABT gYRuML3O/O4jGCt0eI+zCHzFJqEYC84wle7M0B tW627DzUFXiVeQOinQGtac8mCkeawgRC6ZtX3P jdCfM4OCS0gqg9hCxPiUTaCf0pApsP4875rQ0 9gy1DQCQ4WkuQh/P+ZMWTtTQXqpGD7YZS8T//P 6MY6v/LkIoxgh5FkQCgl5kOVGpCMAHQkDiCxrD lSElDPDEMEIyjhPxThdZSFQxRKF0U/JopqGB4G WSbqdt7zUKumcNzy34d1e1JtusWKZHJMTckY8 ckma5Ia0SJtwMiHP5IW8Om/Ou/PhfP6elpzi54 gswPn+AYYQo8Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="43dVPI71x2F25l4ukOib6S3X/SM=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBovgqiQi6LLgxmV F+4A2lMn0tg6dyYSZG6WUfIJb/QC/xp24E3/GJ GZhW8/qcM69nMMJIiksuu6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdn b39g+qtcOO1bHh0OZaatMLmAUpQmijQAm9yABT gYRuML3O/O4jGCt0eI+zCHzFJqEYC84wle7M0B tW627DzUFXiVeQOinQGtac8mCkeawgRC6ZtX3P jdCfM4OCS0gqg9hCxPiUTaCf0pApsP4875rQ0 9gy1DQCQ4WkuQh/P+ZMWTtTQXqpGD7YZS8T//P 6MY6v/LkIoxgh5FkQCgl5kOVGpCMAHQkDiCxrD lSElDPDEMEIyjhPxThdZSFQxRKF0U/JopqGB4G WSbqdt7zUKumcNzy34d1e1JtusWKZHJMTckY8 ckma5Ia0SJtwMiHP5IW8Om/Ou/PhfP6elpzi54 gswPn+AYYQo8Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="43dVPI71x2F25l4ukOib6S3X/SM=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpduBovgqiQi6LLgxmV F+4A2lMn0tg6dyYSZG6WUfIJb/QC/xp24E3/GJ GZhW8/qcM69nMMJIiksuu6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdn b39g+qtcOO1bHh0OZaatMLmAUpQmijQAm9yABT gYRuML3O/O4jGCt0eI+zCHzFJqEYC84wle7M0B tW627DzUFXiVeQOinQGtac8mCkeawgRC6ZtX3P jdCfM4OCS0gqg9hCxPiUTaCf0pApsP4875rQ0 9gy1DQCQ4WkuQh/P+ZMWTtTQXqpGD7YZS8T//P 6MY6v/LkIoxgh5FkQCgl5kOVGpCMAHQkDiCxrD lSElDPDEMEIyjhPxThdZSFQxRKF0U/JopqGB4G WSbqdt7zUKumcNzy34d1e1JtusWKZHJMTckY8 ckma5Ia0SJtwMiHP5IW8Om/Ou/PhfP6elpzi54 gswPn+AYYQo8Y=</latexit>
r2<latexit sha1_base6 4="h0tGnZg1UtwOlhQcgCbG8EgJoVM=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3xWeur1aWbwSK4KkkRdFlw47K ifUAbymR6W4dOMmHmRimhn+BWP8CvcSfuxJ8xi VnY1rM6nHMv53D8SEmLjvNF19Y3Nre2Szvl3b 39g8NK9ahjdWwEtIVW2vR8bkHJENooUUEvMsAD X0HXn15nfvcRjJU6vMdZBF7AJ6EcS8Exle7MsD Gs1Jy6k4OtErcgNVKgNazS0mCkRRxAiEJxa/uu E6GXcINSKJiXB7GFiIspn0A/pSEPwHpJ3nXOz mLLUbMIDJOK5SL8/Uh4YO0s8NPLgOODXfYy8T+ vH+P4yktkGMUIociCUCrIg6wwMh0B2EgaQORZc 2AyZIIbjghGMi5EKsbpKguBQaxQGv00X1TTcN/ Xap5u5y4vtUo6jbrr1N3bi1rTKVYskRNySs6J Sy5Jk9yQFmkTQSbkmbyQV/pG3+kH/fw9XaPFzz FZAP3+AYfLo8c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="h0tGnZg1UtwOlhQcgCbG8EgJoVM=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3xWeur1aWbwSK4KkkRdFlw47K ifUAbymR6W4dOMmHmRimhn+BWP8CvcSfuxJ8xi VnY1rM6nHMv53D8SEmLjvNF19Y3Nre2Szvl3b 39g8NK9ahjdWwEtIVW2vR8bkHJENooUUEvMsAD X0HXn15nfvcRjJU6vMdZBF7AJ6EcS8Exle7MsD Gs1Jy6k4OtErcgNVKgNazS0mCkRRxAiEJxa/uu E6GXcINSKJiXB7GFiIspn0A/pSEPwHpJ3nXOz mLLUbMIDJOK5SL8/Uh4YO0s8NPLgOODXfYy8T+ vH+P4yktkGMUIociCUCrIg6wwMh0B2EgaQORZc 2AyZIIbjghGMi5EKsbpKguBQaxQGv00X1TTcN/ Xap5u5y4vtUo6jbrr1N3bi1rTKVYskRNySs6J Sy5Jk9yQFmkTQSbkmbyQV/pG3+kH/fw9XaPFzz FZAP3+AYfLo8c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="h0tGnZg1UtwOlhQcgCbG8EgJoVM=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3xWeur1aWbwSK4KkkRdFlw47K ifUAbymR6W4dOMmHmRimhn+BWP8CvcSfuxJ8xi VnY1rM6nHMv53D8SEmLjvNF19Y3Nre2Szvl3b 39g8NK9ahjdWwEtIVW2vR8bkHJENooUUEvMsAD X0HXn15nfvcRjJU6vMdZBF7AJ6EcS8Exle7MsD Gs1Jy6k4OtErcgNVKgNazS0mCkRRxAiEJxa/uu E6GXcINSKJiXB7GFiIspn0A/pSEPwHpJ3nXOz mLLUbMIDJOK5SL8/Uh4YO0s8NPLgOODXfYy8T+ vH+P4yktkGMUIociCUCrIg6wwMh0B2EgaQORZc 2AyZIIbjghGMi5EKsbpKguBQaxQGv00X1TTcN/ Xap5u5y4vtUo6jbrr1N3bi1rTKVYskRNySs6J Sy5Jk9yQFmkTQSbkmbyQV/pG3+kH/fw9XaPFzz FZAP3+AYfLo8c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="h0tGnZg1UtwOlhQcgCbG8EgJoVM=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ3xWeur1aWbwSK4KkkRdFlw47K ifUAbymR6W4dOMmHmRimhn+BWP8CvcSfuxJ8xi VnY1rM6nHMv53D8SEmLjvNF19Y3Nre2Szvl3b 39g8NK9ahjdWwEtIVW2vR8bkHJENooUUEvMsAD X0HXn15nfvcRjJU6vMdZBF7AJ6EcS8Exle7MsD Gs1Jy6k4OtErcgNVKgNazS0mCkRRxAiEJxa/uu E6GXcINSKJiXB7GFiIspn0A/pSEPwHpJ3nXOz mLLUbMIDJOK5SL8/Uh4YO0s8NPLgOODXfYy8T+ vH+P4yktkGMUIociCUCrIg6wwMh0B2EgaQORZc 2AyZIIbjghGMi5EKsbpKguBQaxQGv00X1TTcN/ Xap5u5y4vtUo6jbrr1N3bi1rTKVYskRNySs6J Sy5Jk9yQFmkTQSbkmbyQV/pG3+kH/fw9XaPFzz FZAP3+AYfLo8c=</latexit>
r3
<latexit sha1_base6 4="jVaka1zYr0mtNO+KoP3UWPA+/6s=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV6tLNYBFclUQFXRbcuKx oH9CGMpne1qEzkzBzo5SST3CrH+DXuBN34s+Yx Cxs61kdzrmXczhBJIVF1/1yVlbX1jc2S1vl7Z 3dvf1K9aBtw9hwaPFQhqYbMAtSaGihQAndyABT gYROMLnO/M4jGCtCfY/TCHzFxlqMBGeYSndmcD 6o1Ny6m4MuE68gNVKgOag6pf4w5LECjVwya3ue G6E/YwYFl5CU+7GFiPEJG0MvpZopsP4s75rQk 9gyDGkEhgpJcxH+fsyYsnaqgvRSMXywi14m/uf 1Yhxd+TOhoxhB8ywIhYQ8yHIj0hGADoUBRJY1B yo05cwwRDCCMs5TMU5XmQtUsURhwqdkXk3DgyC USbqdt7jUMmmf1T237t1e1BpusWKJHJFjcko8 ckka5IY0SYtwMibP5IW8Om/Ou/PhfP6erjjFzy GZg/P9A4mGo8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="jVaka1zYr0mtNO+KoP3UWPA+/6s=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV6tLNYBFclUQFXRbcuKx oH9CGMpne1qEzkzBzo5SST3CrH+DXuBN34s+Yx Cxs61kdzrmXczhBJIVF1/1yVlbX1jc2S1vl7Z 3dvf1K9aBtw9hwaPFQhqYbMAtSaGihQAndyABT gYROMLnO/M4jGCtCfY/TCHzFxlqMBGeYSndmcD 6o1Ny6m4MuE68gNVKgOag6pf4w5LECjVwya3ue G6E/YwYFl5CU+7GFiPEJG0MvpZopsP4s75rQk 9gyDGkEhgpJcxH+fsyYsnaqgvRSMXywi14m/uf 1Yhxd+TOhoxhB8ywIhYQ8yHIj0hGADoUBRJY1B yo05cwwRDCCMs5TMU5XmQtUsURhwqdkXk3DgyC USbqdt7jUMmmf1T237t1e1BpusWKJHJFjcko8 ckka5IY0SYtwMibP5IW8Om/Ou/PhfP6erjjFzy GZg/P9A4mGo8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="jVaka1zYr0mtNO+KoP3UWPA+/6s=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV6tLNYBFclUQFXRbcuKx oH9CGMpne1qEzkzBzo5SST3CrH+DXuBN34s+Yx Cxs61kdzrmXczhBJIVF1/1yVlbX1jc2S1vl7Z 3dvf1K9aBtw9hwaPFQhqYbMAtSaGihQAndyABT gYROMLnO/M4jGCtCfY/TCHzFxlqMBGeYSndmcD 6o1Ny6m4MuE68gNVKgOag6pf4w5LECjVwya3ue G6E/YwYFl5CU+7GFiPEJG0MvpZopsP4s75rQk 9gyDGkEhgpJcxH+fsyYsnaqgvRSMXywi14m/uf 1Yhxd+TOhoxhB8ywIhYQ8yHIj0hGADoUBRJY1B yo05cwwRDCCMs5TMU5XmQtUsURhwqdkXk3DgyC USbqdt7jUMmmf1T237t1e1BpusWKJHJFjcko8 ckka5IY0SYtwMibP5IW8Om/Ou/PhfP6erjjFzy GZg/P9A4mGo8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="jVaka1zYr0mtNO+KoP3UWPA+/6s=">AAACI XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXV6tLNYBFclUQFXRbcuKx oH9CGMpne1qEzkzBzo5SST3CrH+DXuBN34s+Yx Cxs61kdzrmXczhBJIVF1/1yVlbX1jc2S1vl7Z 3dvf1K9aBtw9hwaPFQhqYbMAtSaGihQAndyABT gYROMLnO/M4jGCtCfY/TCHzFxlqMBGeYSndmcD 6o1Ny6m4MuE68gNVKgOag6pf4w5LECjVwya3ue G6E/YwYFl5CU+7GFiPEJG0MvpZopsP4s75rQk 9gyDGkEhgpJcxH+fsyYsnaqgvRSMXywi14m/uf 1Yhxd+TOhoxhB8ywIhYQ8yHIj0hGADoUBRJY1B yo05cwwRDCCMs5TMU5XmQtUsURhwqdkXk3DgyC USbqdt7jUMmmf1T237t1e1BpusWKJHJFjcko8 ckka5IY0SYtwMibP5IW8Om/Ou/PhfP6erjjFzy GZg/P9A4mGo8g=</latexit>
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(c) round r = 2 (communication round). rl
moves since it has b = 1 and r1 moves because
it is a central robot.
(d) round r = 3 (permutation round). The
robots move according to the cyclic order on the
reconstructed central configuration.
Figure 6 Example execution of the first 4 rounds for the case n > 3.
Movements of rl and rc. We now describe details of procedures ComputeMovement-
Central and ComputeMovementNotCentral used in Algorithm 3. The movements
of the robot leader rl and the central robot rc (if different from rl) have to be designed in
such a way as to break the symmetry of the configuration by electing always the same pivot
position p′, and to make it possible to reconstruct the original configuration after the move.
For any configuration C ∈ Π(C0). we define P0, P1, . . . , Pm as a decomposition of C into
concentric circles, where P0 is the degenerate circle consisting of only the central robot, P1 is
the innermost non-degenerate circle on which p′ is located, and finally Pm = SEC(C) (see
Figure 5).
Procedure ComputeMovementCentral determines the movement of robot rc, according
to the number of robots n.
(Case C1: n = 3 ): In such a case, the robots are on a single line. Let s be the segment
of this line containing all three robots. Robot rc moves perpendicularly to s of a distance
d = |s|2 . The direction of movement is chosen such that the pivot position p′ will be the
position of the first robot in the clockwise direction from rc.
(Case C2: n > 3): Robot rc chooses a robot position p′ on P1 as the pivot point. Robot
rc moves on the segment connecting rc and p′ by a very small distance (much smaller
compared to the radius of P1). See Figure 5.
Procedure ComputeMovementNotCentral computes the movements of the leader robot
rl, when different from rc, again according to the value of n:
(Case L1: n = 3 ): Note that robots are on a single line. Robot rl moves along s by a
small distance, changing segment s to s′. The pivot position p′ will be indicated by the
direction that goes from the center of s to the new center of s′.
(Case L2: n > 3 ): We have three sub-cases depending on the circle Pj which contains
robot rl, and on the number of other robots on Pj . Recall that rl 6∈ P0. We treat each Pj
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as a set, e.g. |Pj | indicates the number of robots in Pj . Let x be the difference between
the radii of Pj−1 and Pj , and let h be the segment connecting P0 and robot rl. Let p
be the position of the first robot on P1 encountered by walking in clockwise direction
starting from the point of intersection between h and P1. Let nhop be the number of
robots in P1 between p and the pivot point p′. Recall that |Pm| > 1, since Pm = SEC(C)
and C is rotationally symmetric. In the following, encode is an appropriately chosen
function from N to ( 12 , 1).
(Sub-case L2.1): When Pj 6= Pm or Pj = Pm and |Pm| > 3: Robot rl moves on h
towards Pj by a quantity encode(nhop) ∗ x2 .
(Sub-case L2.2): When Pj = Pm and |Pm| = 3: Note that Pm has to be rotationally
symmetric; therefore it contains 3 robots each of them forming an angle of 2pi3 with its
adjacent neighbours. Robot rl moves to a point of Pj that creates with its counter-
clockwise neighbour an angle that is encode(nhop) ∗ 2pi3 .
(Sub-case L2.3): When Pj = Pm and |Pm| = 2: let s be the segment connecting the
two robots on Pj . Robot rl moves on s, expanding Pj in such a way that the new
diameter is 2D + encode(nhop) ∗D.
It is easy to see that after rc and rl move according to the above procedures, the resulting
intermediate configuration C ′ is not in C. We now show how to reconstruct the initial
configuration C from C ′.
Reconstruction of the initial configuration. When the current configuration C ′ is not
in C and the robots have bit b = 1, the robots know that they are in an intermediate
configuration and they have to (1) reconstruct the original configuration C, (2) determine
the pivot point p′ in C, and (3) identify the leader robot rl. The reconstruction is performed
by procedure Reconstruct, which again, depends on the value of n.
If n = 3: the robots must form a triangle. The base of the triangle is its largest edge e.
The algorithm computes the ratio of the height of the triangle over the length of base e
to determine if rl was rc or not.
If the height of the triangle is exactly half of e, the algorithm infers that rl = rc and
that the two other robots are the endpoints of e (case C1). The pivot point p′ is the
position of the first clockwise robot starting from the top of the triangle. The original
configuration C is easily reconstructed: the endpoints of e are in the same position,
and the central robot will be in the intersection of the perpendicular segment that
goes through rl and e.
If the height is slightly less, or slightly more, than the largest edge e, then the algorithm
infers that rl was one of the endpoint; we are in case (L1.1). The reconstruction of
C is simple: take the intersection x of the perpendicular segment that goes through
rl and e, the position of the endpoints of C is reconstructed using the fact that the
height of the triangle is exactly half of the original segment, and that x was the center
of the original segment. Robot rl is the endpoint that moved, and the pivot p′ can be
computed by evaluating if rl moved towards or away from the old center.
If n > 3: The algorithm starts by examining Pm, in order to understand if rl was on the
SEC and executed the sub-case (L2.2) or (L2.3). If the test is negative it proceeds using
an ‘‘onion peeling” approach, in which the algorithm, starting from the outermost Pm,
progressively examines each Pj until it finds an asymmetry or it reaches P0. The onion
peeling proceeds by first computing the SEC, that is Pm, and then computing each Pj by
considering progressively smaller concentric circles.
Test for case (L2.3): This test case is done only on Pm. If the center of Pm is not
contained in SEC(C ′ \ Pm−1), then the algorithm detects case (L2.3). Pm is adjusted
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to a new one that has the diameter equal to the distance between the two furthest
robots on Pm. Robot rl will be the robot on Pm that is farthest from robots in Pm−1.
The reconstruction of the last layer is done by knowing that it will be a circle with the
same center of SEC(C ′ \ Pm−1) that passes through Pm \ {rl} and finally p′ will be
indicated by decoding the information encoded in the diameter of Pm.
Test for case (L2.2): This test case is done only on Pm. If |Pm| = 3 and it is not
rotationally symmetric, and (|Pm−1| > 1 or m− 1 = 0), then the algorithm detects
case (L2.2). Robot rl is one that is not forming an angle of 2pi3 radians with any of its
adjacent neighbours, position p′ is encoded in the smallest angle that rl is forming.
The original position of rl can be easily reconstructed: it is the one that forms an
angle of 2pi3 with each of its adjacent robots.
Test for case (L2.1): This test case is done on layers different than Pm. If |Pj | = 1
then the algorithm detects case (L2.1): robot rl is the only robot in Pj and it is trivial
to reconstruct C and compute the pivot p′.
If the algorithm reaches P0 without finding any asymmetry, then we have that rl = rc
(case C2). The decoding is trivial in this case: the original position of rl is the center of
P1, and the pivot position p′ is in the direction where rl moved.
Based on the above discussion, we conclude with the following result:
I Theorem 17. There exists an universal algorithm to solve Visit-All for robots with 1 bit
of persistent memory when the system has chirality.
7 Concluding Remarks
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation of the problems of permuting the
positions of a set of mobile robots in the plane. Surprisingly this class of problems seems to be
more difficult than the previously studied problems such as gathering and pattern formation,
which have easy solutions for the strongest model of fully synchronous robots with rigid
movements. Thus the characterization of solvable instances for permutation problems is quite
different as shown in this paper. Moreover we also showed that being non-oblivious is helpful
for permuting robots, unlike the formation problems where the solvability is unaffected by
obliviousness [16]. The paper opens several research directions that are worth investigating:
an interesting direction would be to discover other class of problems which cannot be solved
even when it is easy to elect a leader (as the class of problems considered here). The difficulty
in solving the permutation problems seems to be unrelated to agreement problems such as
leader election. In particular we may try to study the differences between leader election
and permutation problems and determine if the latter is strictly more difficult than the
former. We may also consider other interesting assumptions that can help in overcoming the
challenges for permuting robots without orientation. One possibility is the investigation of
robots with the additional capability of communicating using visible lights [4, 10, 13].
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